Orchard Breezin’ brings you refreshing fruit-flavoured
wines that are light in alcohol, perfectly balanced and not
too sweet - the perfect beer and wine cooler alternative.
Ask your RJS Craft Winemaking retailer to recommend
an Orchard Breezin’ wine for you.

Share your #rjscraftwinemaking
experience with family & friends.

To learn more visit
rjscraftwinemaking.com

Crafted together. Enjoyed together.
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ORCHARD BREEZIN’ WHITE WINES

FRUIT-FLAVOURED WINES
Find refreshment with the fruity
flavours of Orchard Breezin’.
Refresh yourself, and your guests, with the
subtle fruit flavours of Orchard Breezin’
wines. Light in alcohol, perfectly balanced
and not too sweet, Orchard Breezin’ is the
perfect beer and wine cooler alternative.
Sip your favourite Orchard Breezin’ wine
during cherished moments of “me” time, or
serve it to family and friends to make every
social occasion extraordinary.
Ready to drink in only four weeks, Orchard
Breezin’ wines can be enjoyed chilled on
their own or mixed with juices, sodas, and
liqueurs to create crowd pleasing cocktails.
From strawberry to lime, Orchard Breezin’
offers a wide variety of fruit flavours that will
appeal to every palate.
Each kit contains everything you need to
make 23 litres of your very own craft wine in
as little as four weeks.

Cranapple Celebration * seasonal Fall release
This white wine features tart green apples
balanced out by smooth white cranberries
to create an easy drinking wine with a
crisp, refreshing finish.

Green Apple Delight
This popular, pale straw-coloured wine
is intensely flavourful, reminiscent of a
freshly cut crisp green apple. The pleasant
soft acidity and luscious, fruity aroma
make it refreshing on a hot summer day.
Peach Perfection
The luscious scent of ripe peaches
explodes from this exceptionally crisp,
flavourful wine. Pale straw in colour,
this wine is a natural addition to a lazy
afternoon or an evening barbecue.

Strawberry Sensation
This light refreshing wine offers the
delightfully sweet aroma of fresh picked
strawberries blended with a rich mélange
of honey, tropical fruit and floral flavours.
Try it chilled for added freshness!
Tropical Lime
Fresh and zesty lime notes are perfectly
balanced with the subtle flavours
of coconut and citrus. One sip of
this refreshing wine and you will be
transported to a beach faraway!

White Sangria
This wine features lively flavours of juicy
peach, ripe apricot and orange for a fresh,
easy drinking wine with a smooth finish.
ORCHARD BREEZIN’ RED WINES
Acai Raspberry Rapture

Acai, a small dark purple fruit that is so
tasty, that you can hardly believe it is also
good for you. This intense fruit combined
with sweet, ripe raspberries create a
powerhouse of a wine.
Blackberry Blast

Reward your passion for intense exotic
flavours with this garnet-coloured red
wine. Colourful tastes of juicy blackberries
and ripe currants round out a truly
flavourful experience to share with friends.
Blueberry Bliss
Experience the exciting combination of
freshly picked blueberries with a delicate
touch of tannins and structure. This offdry red wine is best enjoyed chilled on a
warm summer day.

Cranberry Craze
The crisp taste of fresh cranberries is
harmoniously blended with fruity, velvety
richness in this sweet, plum-red wine. The
robust, yet elegant, sweet berry flavours
make it a perfect backyard refresher.

Seville Orange Sangria
Fresh and sweet juicy flavours are
balanced by the bitterness of the Seville
Orange in this popular red wine. Bring out
your creative side by adding your favourite
chopped fruit.
Very Black Cherry
This off dry ruby red wine presents
succulent flavours of fresh ripe black
cherries balanced by a subtle touch
of tannins. Light and fruity, this thirst
quencher is a great addition to any
summer festivity.
ORCHARD BREEZIN’ BLUSH WINES

Blush Crush
This refreshing rosé features flavours
of juicy, fresh-picked strawberries and
raspberries with a hint of grapefruit,
making this a delightful sipper.

Rockin’ Raspberry Rosé
This blush wine offers the succulent,
mouth-watering flavours of sweet, ripe
raspberries blended gracefully with a
delectable refreshing rosé.
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